BOUDOIR
Ishot Studios

WHAT
THEY'RE
SAYING

"I just completed a second photo
shoot with Jasmine...the first was
family photos and the second was
boudoir. Jasmine is professional,
detailed, and energetic. She is and
passionate about her photography! I
felt completely at ease/comfortable in
her studio. The photos are absolutely
beautiful and I'm so pleased. I highly
recommend Ishot Studios!"

“Absolutely loved the
experience. I did a budoir
shoot and Jasmine made
me feel incredible before
we even started. The
photos were beyond what I
was expecting. 100%
recommend"

"What a great experience!
Jasmine was great to work
with. She made me feel
comfortable from our first
meeting and throughout
the shoot, especially being
pregnant. If you're
hesitating, don't. The final
product is gorgeous!"

THE WHY BOOK
WITH ISHOT STUDIOS?

I know exactly what you're thinking: "Jasmine, there are many photographers in
New York! What sets you apart from all the rest?"
That is an excellent question!
My style is vintage with a modern twist between romantic and intimate. Its bold
and sexy using natural light. Not mention that Im pretty fucking awesome and I
want nothing more than for you to walk out of my studio feeling like you just won
America's Next Top Model.
You see, choosing the right photographer is not only about having an incredible
product at the end of the day.
I feel lucky to be able to give the gift of beauty back to others. It's a scary world
out there and hard to deal with sometimes. I want to document the moments and
accomplishments that make you feel good about that period in your life. I want
you to feel a sense of pride and nostalgia when you pick up your album or open
your folio box to see your prints.

Will my boudoir session

be posted online?

A common question I’m asked about my boudoir photography is whether a client’s images are going to end up on my website or on social media.
That makes sense because I have images of other clients on these outlets, but the only images you’re seeing are from women who decided they
were 100% OK with those images being shared. None of my clients are obligated to have their images posted and, in fact, a large number of my
clients opt to keep their session pictures private.
When you have a boudoir session with me, one of the first things we’ll discuss is your privacy. Some women prefer to have zero images shared
anywhere. Some are OK with me posting to a private and secure group online for other clients to see, and some don’t mind having their images
shown on my Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, or Website.

If you’d like to share any images from your boudoir session, I’ll run the image(s) by you first and let you know when they’re being
posted. You also reserve the right to have the images removed at any time. If you prefer to keep everything private, that’s 100%
OK and an option that many of my clients choose. To help ensure peace of mind, do note that I have taken extra protective
measures in my home and on my computer to ensure your images are steel-trap safe.

Treat

yourself

Break out of your comfort zone. Odds are, you've
been spending too much time focusing on your
flaws and not your beauty!
It's a fun experience where you have the chance
to celebrate your beautiful body. It's a special
session where you can discover the sexy that's
been hiding within you all along.
If you don't try something new, you'll regret it.
Good things never come from holding back!
Boudoir sessions show a different side of you.
The adventurous side, the conquering her fears
and getting out of that comfort zone side.
Someone out there believes in you. Show them
you do, too, with powerful, out-of-this-world
photos that will have you shook. It's a duo gift;
fun for you and them! It's an intimate gift you
both will love.

How to feel comfortable in
front of the camera
No matter if you're a newbie or returning client, those butterflies will always pop up! How do you release
the tension and capture your authentic self?
Rest, rest, rest. The night before, be sure to get enough sleep. Turn off the electronics, turn on a fan, and
keep it dark!
Have everything you're bringing ready and prepared. I do have a client closet that you have full access to.
Don't be afraid to ask questions and ask for advice. Consultations are Free and I want you to be as
prepared as possible.
This might sound silly, but get in front of a mirror and practice. Move your body, see what angles you like,
try out different expressions, and feel comfortable moving around!
Opt for the professional hair and makeup artist so that you can relax as soon as you get there. Allow
yourself to be pampered and treated before your session.

Start Here

Signature Style Reservation $299
Full access to the client closet
3 wardrobe Changes + free pair of fishnets
Professional Hair and Makeup application
Refreshments (fully stocked fridge)
Fully Guided Session with Jasmine
Full Signature Style Edit with Reveal

Mini Session $200
Fully Guided Session with Jasmine
2 wardrobe changes
Full Signature Style Edit with Reveal

No obligation to purchase

BOUDOIR

Collections

Entire Collection
8X12 vertical album
11x14 folio box
16x24 metal print
All digitals from the session-full edit
Personalized Zip drive with images
Virtual Access Gallery- Online Subscription
Complimentary session
(for yourself or to gift away)

$2899 (best Value)
Payment plans available

Flush Mount
Leather Albums
8X12 Vertical
Metal Print Cover
with 30 images
10 spreads
$1250
8x8 Square
Leather bound
15 images
5 spreads
$850
6x6 square- $470
10 images
Digitals not included

Folio Boxes
4x6 Polaroid Folio
475
Digitals not included
8x10 Walnut Wood Folio
20 matted prints
crystal usb drive
(includes digitals)
$950
Windw Folio- 1150
11x14 Window Folio box
20 matted prints
crystal usb drive
(includes digitals)
$1550

Canvas & Metal Prints
16x24 Floating Metal or
Framed Canvas
$525
8x12 Floating Metal or
Framed Canvas$ 240

Digital Gallery
1 year online subscription
30 images
$900

To love ones self

Is the beginning of a life long romance....

Testimonials
“I cannot believe that was
me. I came for my reveal
believing that I wouldn't
even like 10 of them. I
wound up purchasing all of
them!”

Jasmine is incredible. Not
only did she make me feel
completely comfortable
but she taught me how to
see myself differently..”

"A friend of mine told me
about Jasmine's studio in
New York. I wanted to
book with her but wanted
her to come to Arizona .
After speaking Jasmine on
zoom I was convinced she
was the right investment
for me.. .”

ELIMINATING
COMMON FEARS
About Boudoir Sessions
We've heard common myths and fears from people about why they
don't do boudoir. It's time to get rid of those fears once and for all!
We know it's intimidating to do something you've never done
before. But in all honesty, there's nothing to worry about. It's
normal to be too shy and nervous. Trust us. We, professionals,
have been there once upon a time! It simply means you're out of
your comfort zone. TRUST THE PROCESS!
Another fear is... not having anything to wear. Come on! Now is the
time to shop and have fun! If anything else, wear nothing; if being
completely nude is comfortable. If not, then you're welcome to
utilize my full stocked client closet. Remember, boudoir
photographers can make magic happen with a simple bed sheet as
well.
If you're worried about showing your body in front of a stranger (the
photographer), here's my advice: A good photographer won't ever
push you. If you aren't comfortable yet, we will recognize that and
work with it. A good photographer will know how to break down
those walls and have YOU feeling ready!
If you think you aren't going to feel sexy, think again. You won't look
ridiculous. With our guidance, you're going to look amazing.
One of the most common and silly fears is caring what others might
think. This is for you. You don't have the same mindset as everyone
else, nor should you. Not everyone will understand why you want to
do it. Don't live for others. Instead, live for yourself and don't limit
yourself to what others might say or think.

FAQ
I'm really nervous. Is that normal?
It is definitely normal to be nervous for your boudoir session, so don't
worry. Most of our clients are nervous until the session has gone on
for a few minutes. After it starts, you’ll begin to loosen up. If you’re still
nervous, try out these relaxation tips we’ve provided in another blog
post: Click here.
How do I know how to pose?
Don’t worry about posing. We've totally got you covered in that
department. We know all the tricks to create the most flattering
angles for you, no matter what shape or size you are.
Do your collections include hair and makeup?
We do offer collections separate from the booking session.
Its 299 for a reservation for boudoir which includes the hair and make
up artist. Full client closet access, condiments and 3 wardrobe
changes, studio access and more.
Am I allowed to bring alcohol to help loosen my nerves?
Its not necessary. My super power is making clients feel comfortable,
you won't need the alcohol.
Do you provide the wardrobe?
We do not provide your wardrobe. This is something you’ll have to pick
out and bring along yourself. If you need help choosing an outfit, we
can definitely give you some suggestions, though.
I want share these pictures with my partner, but I don't want loose
prints floating around. Any ideas for the best gift?
This is a very common concern and we totally understand. We
recommend placing an order for our little black book. This is much
more discreet and will keep all of your images in one place and not
floating around. We also offer folios and accordion albums as well. For
more information on these products, just ask.
What should I bring to my boudoir session?
For our sessions, we suggest two to three different outfits and any
props you may want to incorporate. My motto is alwaysd LESS IS
MORE...kind of vibes so be careful not to over do it.
Can I bring a friend?
Yes, you can bring a friend if you think it will help you relax. However,
sometimes an extra set of eyes has the opposite effect, even if it is a
friend. They are more than welcome to come, but if they are making
you uncomfortable, they may have to wait out in the lobby.

Hair and Makeup – We highly recommend using a
makeup artist. This is included in your initial
reservation fee of $299 .Note: you are not
obligated to utilize the hair and makeup and book a
session would be $200
Couples Sessions – I do love to photograph
couples. This can be done in your own element or
at the studio.They are fun and will ignite those
flames.

Ishot Studios
845-807-4565
Jasmine Lynn
www.ishotstudios.com

